
  currIQūnet META 
New/Modify Instructor Syllabus 

User Guide 
Introduction 
The New Instructor Syllabus is a new feature in currIQūnet META which allows an instructor to fill out a proposal form in 

order to create a syllabus for a particular course. 

The Modify Instructor Syllabus proposal form has the exact same tabs and functions as the New Instructor Syllabus, with the 
difference being that it copies all the information (except for Syllabus Semester) from an existing syllabus rather than starting 

from scratch. See notes below for more information. 

Important Notes 
Information from Course to Syllabus 

Data that will auto-populate from the course into a newly created syllabus: 

• Certain read-only fields (these cannot be edited within the syllabus) 

• 
• 

Course objectives 
Course materials that were added to the course BEFORE the syllabus was created 

Any course materials that are added to the course, removed from the course, or edited within the course AFTER the syllabus 
is created will not auto-populate or update into an existing syllabus. Course materials can be manually added, edited, or  

removed within the syllabus if necessary. This is an important feature since multiple instructors may each have a different 
syllabus for the same course and may need to add/edit/remove course materials within their own syllabi as needed. 

The read-only fields that populate during a syllabus’ creation will NOT update in the syllabus if the data is changed within the 
course AFTER the syllabus is created. If an existing syllabus is modified with the Modify Instructor Syllabus proposal, the  

read-only fields will remain the same as when the original syllabus was created and will not change. See recommendations 

for syllabus modification below. 

Modifying a Syllabus 

While the Modify Instructor Syllabus proposal form is available for your use, we do not recommend using it UNLESS not  
much time has gone by since the original syllabus was created (for example, the semester has recently started) and there 
needs to be a minor update or change (missing information needs to be added, office hours have unexpectedly changed, 
etc.), and/or no changes have been made to the course since the original syllabus was created. 

Due to the fact that the read-only fields in a syllabus will not update in a syllabus modification proposal when there have 
been changes to the course, in most cases we highly recommend creating a new syllabus instead with the New Instructor 

Syllabus form in order to auto-populate the correct information for the course in the read-only fields and to make sure that 

the syllabus does not contain any outdated information from the instructor. 
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Terminology 
Query text 
An area that pulls in and displays data from elsewhere and is not directly editable by the user. 

Read-only 
Text that cannot be edited by the user. These fields will usually be grayed out. 

RTE (rich text editor) 
A textbox which allows the user to add formatting and additional features to text (e.g. bullet points, different fonts and sizes, 

hyperlinks, special characters, etc.). 

Conventions in This Tutorial 
All references to any specific college (logos, contact information, etc.) have been removed from screenshots and provided 
with a generic replacement. 

Actions to be taken in this tutorial include either actions by keyboard or actions by pointing device. Where possible these 

actions are shown as follows: 

Keyboard Action 

Pointing Device Action 

Information of particular importance is shown as: 

NOTE: Additional information of note. 

Saving Tabs 
Whenever you are in a tab on the proposal form and you type new information into a textbox, click a checkbox or radio 

button, select an option from a dropdown menu, or make any other changes, a Save button will populate at the bottom of 

the proposal. 

Click the “Save” button to save your work before navigating to another tab or out of the proposal. If you do not click “Save” 

before navigating out of the current tab, a prompt will pop up asking if you would like to save your changes. 

Click “Save” to navigate out of the current tab and save your changes. Click “Discard” to continue navigating out of the tab 
without saving your changes. Click “Cancel” or the x at the top of the prompt to remain in the current tab without saving 

your changes. 
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Getting Started - Create a Syllabus 
First, click “Create Proposal” on the righthand top of the screen. This will take you to the Create Proposal page. 

Select “New Instructor Syllabus” under Instructor Syllabi in the Proposal Type dropdown, and click the Next button. 

This will take you to the Proposal Requirements screen for New Instructor Syllabus. 

Click “Find Proposal.” 
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Getting Started - continued 
This will take you to a search screen to find the course that the new syllabus will be for. 

Select the course (filters and keywords are optional if there is a large list to choose from) and click “Select Proposal.” 
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Getting Started - continued 
This will take you back to the Proposal Requirements screen, now with the course you selected as the Source. 

Click “Next.” 

This will take you to the Proposal Summary screen to review the details of the course you selected. 

If everything looks correct, click “Create Proposal.” (If you selected the wrong course, click “Previous” to reselect the course.) 

NOTE: The exact same steps are followed when creating a Modify Instructor Syllabus proposal, except that you will 

select “Modify Instructor Syllabus” from the Proposal Type dropdown on the Create Proposal screen, and instead of 

choosing a course in the Find Proposal search screen, you will choose an existing syllabus to modify. 
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Launch Requirements 
When a new syllabus is created, there are 25 launch requirements that must be completed before the proposal can be  

launched. These are indicated by the “Remaining Launch Requirements” at the top of the proposal next to the Launch 
button, and by the numbered badges on each tab indicating how many launch requirements exist for each tab and how 

many have been completed out of the total. 
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Tab: Basic Course Information 
There is only one editable field in this tab – Syllabus Semester, which is a dropdown. This field is required and cannot be left 

blank. 

Select the correct semester and year for the course you will be teaching. 

The other fields are read-only and there is a query text for Course Objectives at the bottom (shown above in the screenshot, 
beneath the Syllabus Semester dropdown). All of these fields auto-populate with the relevant information from the course 
for which the syllabus is being created. 

The read-only fields cannot be edited or updated (as noted previously, even if the information in the course is updated 
after the syllabus has been created, it will not update in the syllabus), but the query text WILL automatically update if the 
objectives are changed within the course. 
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Tab: Instructor Information 
This is where you will fill out contact and meeting information for the instructor and any co-instructor(s). 

Contact Information 

There are several textbox and dropdown fields here, including the instructor’s name, email address, website, two phone  

numbers and their types (office or cell), office address, office hours, and section number(s). These fields are all required and 
cannot be left blank. 

Type in the relevant information in the textboxes and choose options from the dropdowns. 
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Tab: Instructor Information - continued 
Meeting Days, Times, and Locations 

There are nine checkboxes under the Meeting Days section, including all 7 days of the week, Online, and TBD (to be 
determined). All relevant checkboxes should be checked, but they are not required to launch the proposal. 

There are two more textbox fields for available meeting times and location(s). Beneath these are two date fields for Start 
Date and End Date. These fields are all required and cannot be left blank. 

Check the checkboxes and type information in the textboxes. Choose dates from the Start and End Date fields by clicking on the 

calendar icon. 
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Tab: Instructor Information - continued 
Co-Instructor(s) 

Beneath the previous fields is a checkbox for Co-Instructor(s), if any. If this checkbox is checked, the option will appear to add 
a Co-Instructor. 

Click the “Add Item” box with the green plus sign on the righthand side. 

Several textboxes will appear for the co-instructor’s contact information, similar to the instructor’s contact information in 
the previous section. All relevant fields should be filled out but are not required to add the co-instructor or to launch the 
proposal. 

Fill out the information in the textboxes. Click the “Save” box with the green plus sign. To cancel adding a co-instructor, click 

“Cancel.”. 
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Tab: Instructor Information - continued 
Co-Instructor(s) - continued 

Now the co-instructor, if added, will appear as the first item in an ordered list. More co-instructors can be added if 
necessary. 

To remove a co-instructor from the list, click the red circle with an “x” on the lefthand side of the list item. To change the order of the 

co-instructors in the list (if there are more than one), click the arrows on the lefthand side of each list item (up or down). 

NOTE: After the Instructor Information tab is completed and saved, and another tab is clicked, the syllabus title will 
update to reflect the instructor, section number(s), and semester/year. 
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Tab: Course Materials 
This is where you will list all materials required for the course: textbooks, manuals, software, and/or other learning materials. 

It is not a launch requirement to add any materials to the proposal, but some fields within each material are required in 
order to successfully add the material. 

Adding, Editing, and Deleting Course Materials 

To add a new material, click “Add new record” beneath the relevant material (e.g. Textbook). 

Fill out the relevant information, and click Insert. To cancel adding a new material, click Cancel. 
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Tab: Course Materials - continued 
Adding, Editing, and Deleting Course Materials - continued 

All materials can be edited or deleted after being added. 

To remove a material from the list, click Delete on the righthand side of the material. To edit an added material, click Edit on the 

lefthand side of the material. 

Make any changes necessary to any of the fields. To save a material after it is edited, click Update. To cancel editing a material, 

click Cancel. 

Different Course Materials 

Textbook has 6 textbox fields: Author(s), Title, Edition, Publisher, ISBN-13, and Year. All of these fields are required in order to 
add the textbook except for Edition and Year. 

Manual has the same 6 textbox fields as Textbook, with the addition of a textbox for “Rationale for an older manual” and a 
checkbox “Or Equivalent”. None of these fields are required in order to add the manual. 

Software has 4 textbox fields: Title, Edition/Version, Publisher/Manufacturer, and Description, with a checkbox “Or 
Equivalent”. None of these fields are required in order to add the software. 
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NOTE: There are two query text boxes at the bottom of this page: “Required Books, Tools, and Other Materials” and 
“Optional/Recommended Books and Other Materials”. These do not pull in any information from newer courses in  

META; rather, these are designed to pull in legacy information from older courses that were in V2. There is currently no 
function in META to mark course materials as required or optional/recommended (if necessary, this information can be 
noted elsewhere on the syllabus), and if there is no information being pulled into these query text boxes, they will not 

show on the finished syllabus or reports. 
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Tab: Grading System 
This is where you will choose evaluation methods and grading methods, and explain how grades will be determined. 

Evaluation Method 

The Evaluation Method section has 12 checkboxes: Essay/Paper, Exams, Homework, Laboratory Assignments, Oral Tests/ 
Class Performance, Participation, Portfolio, Problem Solving Exercises, Quizzes, Research Project, Skills Demonstration/ 
Performance Exam, or Other. 

Questions and Radio Buttons 

There is a question, “How will academic grades be determined?” with instructional text on what should be included in the  
answer. 

Typing an answer in the RTE is required to launch the proposal. 
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Tab: Grading System - continued 
Questions and Radio Buttons - continued 

Below the previous question there are four required sections with two radio buttons each. 

One radio button must be clicked for each section in order to launch the proposal. 

Grading Method 

The Grading Method section has a read-only textbox which automatically populates with the grading method chosen in the 

course. It cannot be edited in the syllabus and can only be edited in the course itself. 
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Tab: Grading System - continued 
Grading Scale 

The Grading Scale section has a dropdown with various grading scales: Default, Pass/Fail, PTA, TAM, HEO CDL, MRT, PNT, 
SPM, PSY, AND, or DAT. 

One of these options must be selected from the dropdown in order to launch the proposal. 

Beneath the dropdown is a query text which populates with grading percentages for the grading scale that is chosen in the 
dropdown. It will populate after a grading scale is chosen and the tab is saved. 
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Tab: Policies 

This is where you will fill out additional information about attendance requirements, academic integrity, and any special 
procedures. 

Attendance Requirement 

There is an RTE here that must be filled out in order to launch the proposal. 

Academic Integrity Policy 

This section includes hyperlinks to the Student Code of Conduct and the Academic Integrity Reporting Form, and information 

about possible sanctions for academic integrity violations. 

There is an RTE here that must be filled out in order to launch the proposal. 
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Tab: Policies - continued 
Copyright and Fair Use 

This section is a text-only section which includes information about copyrighted material and fair use. 

Special Class or Laboratory Procedures 

Any additional information or any additional rules or policies that are unique to the class may be listed here. 

There is an RTE here that must be filled out in order to launch the proposal. 
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Tab: Policies - continued 
Reasonable Accommodations, Non-Discrimination 

These two sections are text-only sections providing information and disclosure about the college’s policies for equal 
opportunities. 
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Tab: Library Assignment 
This is where you will indicate library assignments for your class. 

There is a single section with an RTE here that must be filled out in order to launch the proposal. 

Below is an example screenshot of a completed Library Assignment tab in the syllabus. 
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Tab: Typical Assignments 

This is where you will indicate the types of assignments that will be done outside of class, and the hours which should be 
spent on them. This tab is not required to be completed or to have anything on it filled out in order to launch the proposal. 

In-Class/Outside-of-Class Hours 

There is a table indicating the ratio of in-class to outside-of-class hours for reference. 

Beneath this, there is a textbox for filling out the number of hours per week on assignments outside of the class, based on 
the number of in-class hours. There is a checkbox for “Some assignments require critical thinking.” 

Typical Outside-of-Class Assignments 

This section includes 3 checkboxes: Reading Assignments, Writing Assignments, and Other Assignments. If any of these 

boxes are checked, an RTE will appear beneath the checked box where a sample of the assignment may be included. 

Check the checkbox(es) if relevant. Type information about assignments in the RTE(s). 
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Tab: Plan of Instruction 

This is where you will fill out content for the timeline of the class (e.g. Week 1, Week 2, etc.). This tab is not required to be 
completed or to have anything on it filled out in order to launch the proposal. 

Add/Edit/Delete Record(s) 

The instructional text in this tab illustrates how to use column headers for each record and how the records will display on 
reports. This will be further explored and illustrated with this tutorial. The ordered list itself displays a little strangel y inside 

the proposal, but there is a Plan of Instruction Output query text which will populate with the added records, and they will 
display correctly on reports. 

To add a record, click “Add Item” with the green plus sign on the righthand side of the Plan of Instruction ordered list. 
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Tab: Plan of Instruction - continued 
Add/Edit/Delete Record(s) - continued 

After adding a record, you will be taken inside the new list item, where there will be 2 columns available to fill out (with an 
optional 3rd column if the “Use 3rd Column?” checkbox is checked). Each column has a header and an RTE. 

Optionally check the checkbox for a third column. Type the relevant content in the header, and additional details in the RTE. 

To save a record, click Save at the bottom. To cancel adding a record, click Cancel. 
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Tab: Plan of Instruction - continued 
Add/Edit/Delete Record(s) - continued 

You will now be taken back to the ordered list of any records you have added. 

To delete a record, click the red circle with the x on the righthand side of the item. 

To edit an existing record, click on the item, make any necessary changes, and click Update at the bottom. To cancel editing a record, 

click Cancel. 
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Tab: Plan of Instruction - continued 
Add/Edit/Delete Record(s) - continued 

When adding additional records that have the same column headers as a previous record, do not enter duplicate column 
headers on the additional records. Otherwise, the headers will report out multiple times on the query text and the finished 

syllabus. (See below.) 
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Tab: Plan of Instruction - continued 
Add/Edit/Delete Record(s) - continued 

When fillilng out additional records with columns that should have the same header(s) as a previous record (e.g. Topic), leave the 

header(s) blank and put instructional detail (e.g. Week 2 Topic) in the RTE. 

Then the ordered list and query text will display like this, with no duplicate headers: 
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Tab: Syllabus Authentication 
This is a query text where the syllabus will show as either being unofficial (if not yet approved and/or activated) or official (if 

approved and/or activated). 

Below is an example screenshot of the Syllabus Authentication tab when the syllabus is still in Draft status and has not yet 
been approved. On the next page is an example screenshot of the Syllabus Authentication tab when the syllabus is in Active 
status. 

Launching the Syllabus 
When all relevant tabs are completed and all launch requirements are fulfilled, the proposal can be launched and will await 

the approval workflow process. 

NOTE: Be sure before launching the proposal that all information is correct and nothing is missing. It might be easy to 
overlook adding important information in tabs where it is not required for launch. 
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This concludes the Instructor Syllabus tutorial. Page 36 of 36 
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